
Sports Academy 
   AFL Program 

 

 

Our aim is to personalise learning and improve level of skills, fitness and strength and conditioning outcomes of each and 

every student. To develop student’s higher level thinking of the game by 

explicitly teaching game strategies and by implementing decision based 

trainings. 

Our program priorities are; decision based training making most training of skills 

under pressure, Compulsory Fitness testing regularly, regular strength and 

conditioning sessions, explicit training of game strategy sessions & high 

expectations with clear consequences for not meeting them. 

Our vision is that each and every student achieves high levels of success (One 

student) weather that be state, regional or club with the overall goal of getting 

students drafted or continue playing high level football once exited school. We 

will collaborate to install an attitude of excellence and develop the resistance 

needed to deal with setbacks and issues on their path to playing higher level 

football.  

Our coaching team is one of experience with Ricky Sullivan, Matt Dwyer and 

Ben Tindall all qualified AFL level 2 coaches. Each coach has been involved in 

junior representative coaching, senior club coaching and have all worked within the Gold Coast Suns academy system. 

Selina Priest, our girls academy coach was an inagural member of the WAFL Brisbane lions squad and has brought with 

her a modern approach to the girls training sessions. 
 

Selina Priest, our girls academy coach was an inagural member of the AFLW Brisbane Lions team. Selina’s coaching 

profile is fast growing being our School girls AFL excellence coach, South Coast AFL U15 girls coach and also assistant 

coach for the Gold Coast Suns U16 girls acadmey. With accesses to a varse range of progrmas, Selina has brought with 

her a modern approach to the girls training and personal development. Our girls program focuses on the development 

of our players, guiding them to be the best player they can both at a school level and or representaive level. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

If students make it through the first stage of the Application Process they may be invited to attend a trial.  Trialling does not 

guarantee acceptance into the program. 

 

NB. An application fee is attached to this program and must be paid on submission 


